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Subject of the Grievance:
This case concerns a Decision Making leave (DMl) issued to a metering technician for work
performance

Facts of the Case
The grievant was on a written reminder in work performance and subsequent to that
discipline he was involved ~na flash incident which resulted in the issuing of a DMl.

The grievant was assigned to set a meter after two other attempts were made, one by the
grievant and one by another Meter Technician. There was a grounding problem with one of
the phases. The contractor on the job was to have fixed the grounding problem before the
grievant was dispatch to set the meter.

The grievant installed the meter and then energized it. The meter went to ground resulting in
a flash and damage to the equipment.

Discussion
The Union argued that the evidence shows that the grievant did use the jumper as required.
Prior to using the jumper, he used the Fluke 87 which did not show a ground. The grievant
followed proper procedure and should not have been disciplined.

The Company believes that the grievant should not have set the meter given that he knew
there was a ground and that the ground had not be located by the contractor. He was
originally at this location when a ground was indicated. He was told by the contractor that he



could not identify the source of the ground. Given that information the meter should not have
been set.

In addition the Company argued if the fused jumper had been used correctly, the fuse would
have blown. The grievant either did not use the jumper or it was used incorrectly. Since the
grievant was on a Written Reminder the DMl was issued for just cause.

The discipline in this case has been deactivated and the case is considered moot at this
point. The case is closed without prejudice to either parties position.
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